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a b s t r a c t

The effect of Fe concentration on the Fe-induced self-discharge of electrochemical capacitor carbon elec-
trodes in aqueous H2SO4 is presented. With an Fe-free system, the positive electrode self-discharges
via an activation controlled self-discharge mechanism, while the negative electrode self-discharges with
a diffusion control profile. This highlights that the self-discharge mechanism on each electrode of an
electrochemical capacitor is likely different, and should be examined in a three-electrode (half cell) setup.

It is shown that Fe concentrations up to 10−5 M can be tolerated with no enhancement of self-discharge
elf-discharge
ron contamination
lectrochemical capacitor
arbon electrode
queous electrolyte

on the positive electrode. Whereas the negative carbon electrode can withstand Fe concentrations of
10−3 M without self-discharge increase. Additionally, it is shown that the diffusion controlled Fe-induced
self-discharge (at concentrations at and above 10−4 M on the positive electrode) occurs primarily on the
external surface of the porous electrode, and the carbon surface inside the pores does not participate
in self-discharge. This is used to explain why the Conway diffusion model for self-discharge, derived
for semi-infinite diffusion to a planar electrode, can be used to fit the self-discharge process on porous
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electrodes.

. Introduction

Electrochemical capacitors (ECs), also called supercapacitors,
ltracapacitors, and, in specific cases, double-layer capacitors, are
nergy-storage systems similar to batteries. In ECs, charge may be
tored in redox reactions (similar to the charge storage in batteries),
alled pseudocapacitance, or charge may be stored in electrode-
lectrolyte double-layers [1]. Charge storage in the double-layer
rovides high power capabilities for double-layer capacitors and
ery high cycle life. However, there is significantly less energy-
ensity in double-layer capacitors relative to pseudocapacitive ECs,
atteries or fuel cells, since only approximately 0.18 electrons are
tored per surface atom in the double-layer, whereas 1 or 2 elec-
rons are stored per surface atom in pseudocapacitive ECs, batteries
r fuel cells [1].

Similar to batteries, both types of ECs may undergo a process
f self-discharge, where the EC loses voltage (charge) as it sits in a
harged state for significant periods of time [1]. This loss of voltage

ay be a significant factor limiting EC usage in various commercial

pplications, including uninterruptible power supply backup and
lectric vehicle applications, where the EC may sit unused for days
r weeks at a time. At present, there is very little literature on self-
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ischarge mechanisms for carbon-based aqueous ECs. Though the
elf-discharge rate is often recorded for new configurations, there
s no systematic study in the literature regarding the underlying
auses of the loss of charge with time.

To aid in the identification of the self-discharge mechanism of
n EC electrode, Conway et al. [2,3] proposed mathematical models
hich predict the self-discharge profile shape based on three possi-

le ways in which self-discharge may occur. It should be noted that
hese models were developed for single-electrodes, rather than for
ull systems, as the self-discharge profile of each electrode in a full
ell is expected to be different. The first proposed mechanism was
ased on an activation controlled, non-diffusion controlled, self-
ischarge based on the Faradaic reaction of some species which is
bundant in the cell or is confined to the surface. This situation
as predicted to present a self-discharge profile which will be lin-

ar when plotted potential as a function of log time (after some
ime, �) [2,3]. The second possible mechanism is self-discharge due
o the Faradaic reaction of a diffusion-controlled species (i.e. the
eacting species is at a low enough concentration that diffusion is
he rate-limiting step). This situation resulted in a self-discharge
rofile which was linear when potential is plotted as a function

f t1/2 [2,3]. The third mechanism proposed by the Conway group
as the ohmic leakage between the two electrodes resulting in a

elf-discharge profile that is linear as log Vt versus time [2,3].
Two possible self-discharge mechanisms are explored in

he scientific literature. Electrolyte decomposition-induced self-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:heather.andreas@dal.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.10.096
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ischarge was mathematically modeled by Pillay and Newman [4],
here they showed that the low concentrations of dissolved O2 and
2 in the ECs can shift the Nernstian potentials for water decom-
osition such that electrolyte decomposition may occur on the
harged electrode surface, causing self-discharge when the charged
ystem is placed on open-circuit. The scientific literature and the
C industry suggest that the carbons and electrolytes used in ECs
ay be contaminated with Fe, causing self-discharge due to an iron

huttle redox reaction, wherein Fe is oxidized on one electrode (dis-
harging the positive electrode) and diffusing to the other electrode
here it is reduced (discharging the negative electrode). Kazaryan

t al. [5] examined this mechanism on the negative electrode of
n asymmetric EC (the positive electrode is a PbO2 battery-type
lectrode), and showed that Fe can enhance self-discharge at rel-
tively high Fe concentrations (10−2 to 10−1 M) and that Fe has
much greater effect on self-discharge rate than other common
etal impurities, such as W or Mn [6].
The effect of Fe-contaminant concentration on the self-

ischarge rate is presented here in order to determine the
aximum Fe-contamination which does not result in an increased

elf-discharge rate for a symmetric carbon-based aqueous EC. Thus,
he Fe-induced self-discharge of the positive carbon EC electrode
as studied for the first time. Since the self-discharge profile of

he positive and negative electrodes are likely different, a three-
lectrode (half cell) experimental setup is used to separate the
ffect of Fe on each electrode, highlighting where Fe has the greatest
ffect.

Finally, the research presented here was for relatively short self-
ischarge times (ca. 16 h). Kazaryan et al. [5] noted a significantly
ifferent self-discharge profile at these short times compared with
he profiles at longer times, and attributed this to the effect of pores
n the charging of the electrode. The pore effect is due to the solu-
ion resistance in the electrode pores causing the surface at the tip
f the pore to charge more quickly than the surfaces deep in the
ore [7,8]. Thus, after charging, there may be a distributed poten-
ial down the pores. When the system is placed on open-circuit
he excess charges at the tip of the pore migrate deeper into the
ore, and the potential of the electrode (which is measured at
he pore tip) falls rapidly and the electrode appears to undergo
very rapid initial self-discharge process. In this work, the pore

ffect was reduced significantly to study the self-discharge profile
t short self-discharge times with limited influence from the pore.
closer examination of this pore effect on the self-discharge profile

s underway in the authors’ laboratory.

. Experimental

.1. Electrode preparation and electrochemical cell

The carbon examined was Spectracarb 2225, a 2500 m2 g−1

ET surface area woven carbon cloth material. This carbon was
sed as it has very little Fe-contamination, and Inductively Cou-
led Plasma - Mass Spectrometry experiments showed less than
0 ppm of Fe in this carbon. This allows for the precise control of
he Fe-concentration, making it ideal for this work as it was then
ossible to contaminate the cell with known Fe concentrations,
ithout residual carbon Fe-contaminants changing this concentra-

ion (other types of carbon may have significantly higher amounts
e-contaminants than the carbon used here). Additionally, this car-
on was chosen for its high surface area, as well as its ease of

se since it does not require a binder, as would a carbon pow-
er. The working electrode carbon (ca. 10 mg) is held in a specially
ade electrode holder composed of a Swagelok tube fitting sealed

o a glass tube. An ionically insulating, electronically conducting
arafin-plasticized carbon (provided by Axion Power International,
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nc.) is used as the current collector and electrical connection is
ade via a Pt wire.
The electrochemical measurements were performed in a three-

lectrode, three-compartment glass cell containing 100 mL of 1.0 M
2SO4 made from ultrapure H2SO4 (Aldrich, 99.999% purity) and
8 M� water. The counter electrode was a large piece of Spectracarb
225 carbon cloth material wrapped with a gold wire for electri-
al connection. The reference electrode was a standard hydrogen
lectrode (SHE), and all potentials in this paper are referenced to it.
he cell was deaerated before and during electrochemical experi-
ents by bubbling N2 through the working and counter electrode

ompartments. This research was all carried out at 22 ± 3 ◦C. A PAR
MP3/Z Multipotentiostat was used under EC-lab software control

or data collection.

.2. Electrochemical measurements

Prior to all self-discharge and Fe-contamination experiments,
yclic voltammetry was performed on the carbon electrodes
etween potential limits of 0.0 and 1.0 V versus SHE, using a sweep
ate of 1 mV s−1. The potential of the carbon electrodes was cycled
ntil the cyclic voltammogram (CV) reached steady-state (typically
00–400 cycles, depending on the electrode), at which point there
as no longer any change to the shape or size of the CV. This

tep was required before self-discharge measurements since each
arbon evidenced quinone group development during this initial
ycling step (see Section 3.1).

Self-discharge measurements were performed on multiple (at
east five) carbon electrodes by charging each electrode from 0.5 V
o the desired potential (0.0 or 1.0 V) using a potential ramp rate of
mV s−1. The initial potential of 0.5 V was chosen as this was close

o the average open-circuit potential (OCP) of the Spectracarb 2225
lectrodes (although there was some variation in the OCP between
lectrodes). This potential was taken as the “uncharged” state of
he electrode. The upper potential of 1.0 V was used since, with
his carbon, the application of higher potentials causes irreversible
amage to the electrode, reducing its capacitance and increasing
lectrode resistance. The negative potential of 0.0 V was chosen
ecause below this potential another undesired, irreversible redox
eaction occurs. A holding step at the desired charged potential
as then introduced of duration between 0 s and 10 h. The cell was

hen placed on open-circuit and the potential was measured as a
unction of time for up to 16 h of self-discharge. During the self-
ischarge measurement, data points are recorded every ms for the
rst 1 s, followed by every 0.1 s for 2 min and then every 20 s for 2 h,
nd finally, every 120 s for 14 h. This number of points was chosen
s it provides a sufficient number of points without changing the
elf-discharge curve due to oversampling.

.3. Fe-contamination experiments

While the carbon and electrolyte used in this work were free
f Fe-contaminants, the contamination that may be expected in
real” EC systems may be much higher. To test the effect of various
egrees of Fe-contamination, the cell was artificially contaminated
ith Fe. The Fe “contaminant” was added to the electrochemical cell

o provide concentrations ranging from 10−8 to 10−1 M. The iron
as added as both ferrous sulfate (FeSO4·7H2O, Fisher Scientific,
CS grade) and ferric sulfate (Fe2(SO4)3·xH2O, Mallinckrodt Baker,
R grade). An approximately equimolar concentration of ferric and
errous sulfate was used in the electrochemical cell to ensure that
he Nernstian potential for Fe3+ + 1e− → Fe2+ did not shift from its
tandard reduction potential of 0.77 V [9], as a shift of this poten-
ial between experiments may spuriously affect the self-discharge
ate.
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammogram of Spectracarb 2225 carbon-cloth (ca. 10 mg) in 1.0 M
H
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2SO4 using a sweep rate of 1 mV s−1, showing the cycling to steady-state and
uinone peak development at ca. 0.5 V, cycle 3 ( ); cycle 50 ( ); cycle
00 ( ), cycle 200 ( ), cycle 300 ( ) and cycle 425 ( ).

. Results and discussion

.1. Cycling to steady-state

As evidenced by the mirror-image, reversible and almost rect-
ngular cyclic voltammograms seen in Fig. 1, the Spectracarb 2225
s a capacitive material and would be suitable for carbon aque-
us ECs. The working electrodes were cycled to steady-state prior
o self-discharge measurements. As seen in Fig. 1, this required
pproximately 300 cycles. During this process quinone groups on
he edges of the graphene sheets in the carbon develop, as evi-
enced by the increasing size of the peaks centered at ca. 0.5 V
ersus SHE [10–14]. Thus, the working electrodes were cycled to
teady-state to ensure that any changes seen in the subsequent self-
ischarge curves were due to changes in iron-contamination, rather
han changes due to quinone group development.

As an important benefit for this work, this week-long cycling
rocedure also allowed for any minute amount of Fe-contamination
ue to the carbon to be minimized, since during this cycling pro-
edure any Fe-contaminants will dissolve into the electrolyte and
fter cycling to steady-state the electrodes are moved to a new elec-
rochemical cell containing clean 1.0 M H2SO4 electrolyte. Thus, any
e-contaminants are left behind in the cell in which the electrode
as cycled to steady-state. This ensures that the Fe concentrations
sed during the contamination studies are known and controllable.

.2. Effect of adding a holding step on charge redistribution and
ore Fe concentration

The carbon used in this work and in carbon-electrode ECs
ften has a very high electroactive surface area as a result of the
ighly porous nature of these materials. The high surface areas are
equired to allow for greater charge storage per geometric area, or
er volume. However, because of these small and often torturous
ores, the surface at the mouth of the pore charges more quickly
uring charging than the surfaces deep in the pore [7,8]. That is,
n excess of charge on the pore mouth develops versus at the pore
ase upon completion of charge. When the cell is placed on open-
ircuit the excess charge at the pore mouth will move down the
ore until an even charge distribution is achieved. Since potential

s measured at the pore tip in three-electrode measurements, like
he self-discharge experiments under study here, this appears as a

ery rapid loss of potential (see Fig. 2, 0 s holding time). This effect
an be mitigated by adding a holding step after electrode charging,
llowing more of the surface to reach the desired potential. Longer
olding steps lead to much less drastic initial potential drops, as
an be seen in Fig. 2. Thus, a 1 h holding time was introduced to all

c
5
e
o
(

ig. 2. Self-discharge profile of Spectracarb 2225 (ca. 10 mg) in 1.0 M H2SO4 after
harging from 0.5 V to 1.0 V at 1 mV s−1 and holding at 1.0 V for various times, 0 s

), 1 min ( ), 3 min ( ), 5 min ( ) and 10 min
).

elf-discharge measurements to ensure changes in self-discharge
rofiles during the Fe-contamination studies were actually due to
hanges in Fe concentration, rather than these charge redistribution
ffects.

The addition of the holding step may change the Fe concentra-
ion in the pores of the electrode, as the Fe will be oxidized/reduced
uring the holding step. So, various holding steps were examined
uring the concentrations studies (0 s, 30 min, 1 h and 10 h) to deter-
ine if the holding time had any effect on the Fe concentration. It

s noted that the Fe-contamination results (charging, holding and
e-induced trends in the self-discharge profiles) were consistent
etween these different hold time experiments, suggesting that
he holding step does not affect the Fe in the pores. In fact, it is the
harging ramp which depletes the reactive Fe in the pore (i.e. when
harging to 1.0 V, the Fe2+ will all be oxidized to Fe3+ when the ramp
otential is above 0.77 V, and when charging to 0.0 V, the Fe3+ will
ll be reduced to Fe2+). As seen in Fig. 3a, the current recorded dur-
ng the holding step is the same for each “bulk” concentration from
M to 10−3 M, suggesting that, for these bulk electrolyte concentra-

ions, the Fe2+ concentration in the pores is 0 M. This full depletion
f Fe from the pores is completed during the charging ramp (which
s the same for all experiments), and the holding step has no effect
n this depletion. This is also what would happen during charg-
ng of a “real” EC system. Note, though, that the holding step will
ffect the amount of charge redistribution due to the pore effect,
s the small amount of current which passes during holding (see
ig. 3a inset), is the double-layer charging current as the distributed
otential reaches further into the pores.

At concentrations greater than 10−3 M, the pore Fe may not be
ompletely depleted during charging, as the current is higher than
hat for 0 M, indicating that there are some species in the pores
o be oxidized. For a 10−2 M concentration, this current increase is

arginal (see inset Fig. 3a), but is considerable at 10−1 M. A sim-
lar result is seen for the negative electrode (Fig. 3b), where the
e3+ is essentially depleted at concentrations less than 10−2 M, but
esidual Fe3+ remains at higher concentrations.

For 10−1 M, the current decays initially and then reaches a
teady-state (Fig. 3a), where the Fe2+ is likely diffusing into the
ores as fast as it is being reacted. This is confirmed by Fig. 3c, where

t is shown that this current is constant, even over 10 h of hold-
ng. Integration of the current with time indicates that ca. 55 C of

harge is passed during this 10 h hold step, which would require ca.
.5 × 10−4 mol of Fe for reaction (using Faraday’s constant and a one
lectrode oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+). The amount of Fe in the pores
f this carbon can be estimated based on the “bulk” concentration
10−1 M), the pore volume for the carbon (1.2 mL g−1) and the pore
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Fig. 3. Current during 1 h holding (a, b) for Spectracarb 2225 carbon cloth in 1.0 M
H 2+ 3+
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2SO4 contaminated with different concentrations of Fe and Fe sulfate: 0.0 M

�), 10−8 M ( ), 10−6 M ( ), 10−5 M ( ), 10−4 M ( ), 10−3 M (×), 10−2 M ( ),
0−1 M (+), insets are magnifications at low current. (c) Comparison between current
rofile for 10−1 M electrolytes during hold times of 1 h ( ) and 10 h ( ).

ass (10 mg), and it can be shown that there is ca. 1 × 10−6 mol of
e available in the pores of the carbon, assuming no diffusion. Since
he moles of Fe reacted is greater than that available in the pores,
e must be diffusing into the pores to react. The constant current
een in Fig. 3c, suggests that diffusion is not the rate-limiting step,
hich would be expected to exhibit a decreasing current with time

nd the constant current suggests that the system is under convec-
ive diffusion-control, caused by the N2 bubbling. The difference in
urrent between the 1 h and 10 h hold in Fig. 3 is likely due to small
ifferences in N2 bubbling rate. This steady-state current is reached
n both profiles for a 1 and 10 h holding step (Fig. 3c) showing a 1 h
old is sufficient to achieve steady-state, and thus longer hold times
o not change the Fe concentrations in the pores.

Considering that there is no difference between the results
btained with the different holding times, that the pore Fe deple-

i
e
T
p
d

ig. 4. Self-discharge profile of Spectracarb 2225 in clean (0 M Fe) 1.0 M H2SO4 for
he electrode charged to 1.0 V ( , left axis) and 0.0 V ( , right axis), with
1 h holding time, plotted as voltage as a function of (a) time; (b) log time; and (c)

1/2.

ion is dependent only on the charging ramp and not the hold times,
nd that only 1 h of hold time is required to reach the steady-state
urrent exhibited in the 10−1 M Fe electrolytes, only the 1 h hold
ata is presented here.

.3. Self-discharge profile in the absence of Fe, and comparison
ith Conway models

The carbon-cloth self-discharge profiles were examined when
he electrodes were charged from 0.5 V to either 1.0 or 0.0 V. Fig. 4a
hows that even with a 1 h holding time introduced into the charg-
ng procedure, there is still significant self-discharge during the 16 h
xperiments. Part of this self-discharge is likely to be a residual
otential drop due to charge redistribution as a 1 h hold may be
nsufficient to remove all of the pore effects (i.e. 1 h may not be long
nough to allow the full surface to charge to the desired potential).
he remainder of the self-discharge must be due to at least one,
ossibly several unidentified self-discharge mechanism(s). These
ata show that even in an Fe-free system, both electrodes of a
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ymmetric EC may undergo significant self-discharge. Thus, even
ith full scrubbing of the Fe from the electrolyte, self-discharge
ill continue to occur via the other mechanism(s). And, the other
echanism(s) must be identified and minimized to prevent self-

ischarge in symmetric carbon-electrode, aqueous-electrolyte ECs.
The self-discharge profiles were fit using the Conway mod-

ls (from Refs. [2] and [3]) in order to learn about their possible
elf-discharge mechanisms (see Fig. 4b and c). Only the activation-
ontrolled and diffusion-controlled models were examined as the
hmic leakage model is not possible in the three electrode setup
sed here. When the self-discharge profile of the electrode charged
o 1.0 V was plotted as a function of log time (Fig. 4b), a linear plot
esulted after an initial plateau (corresponding to the integration
onstant, �). This fitting suggests the self-discharge mechanism on
he positive electrode is not a diffusion-controlled mechanism (as

ight be expected if Fe-contamination was the cause), but may
e an activation controlled mechanism. The non-linearity of the
elf-discharge profile when plotted as a function of t1/2 (Fig. 4c)
onfirmed that the mechanism of self-discharge for this electrode,
nder Fe-free conditions, is not diffusion controlled. This suggests
hat the unidentified self-discharge mechanism is activation con-
rolled (assuming the Conway models hold for porous electrodes)
nd, therefore, the reactant species causing self-discharge is either
t high concentrations in the cell or is confined to the electrode sur-
ace. This may suggest either electrolyte decomposition or carbon
urface functionality oxidation/reduction is this, as yet, unidenti-
ed self-discharge mechanism.

The opposite situation is seen for the electrode when it is
harged down to 0.0 V. Fig. 2b and c, show that the profile is not
inear when plotted as a function of log time, but is linear when
lotted versus t1/2, suggesting that when the electrode is charged
o 0.0 V the self-discharge mechanism for the negative electrode
elies on the diffusion of a reactive species to the electrode surface
it cannot be Fe, as this is an Fe-free system). Again, this mechanism
s unidentified, but is unlikely to be due to electrolyte decom-
osition or carbon surface functionality oxidation/reduction (as
uggested with the electrode charged to 1.0 V). Although N2 is bub-
led through the electrochemical cell during these measurements,
he cell is not sealed and a small amount of O2 may be present in
he electrolyte, and it may be that the self-discharge mechanism
elies on O2, but this is still under study.

It should be pointed out, that as expected this data has shown
hat the electrode has two different self-discharge mechanisms
hen used as a positive electrode (charged to 1.0 V) or as a negative

lectrode (charged to 0.0 V) in a symmetric EC. This highlights the
ecessity of performing three-electrode experiments when deter-
ining self-discharge mechanisms, as doing a full-cell experiment
ay obscure what is truly happening at each electrode. A full under-

tanding of the cause and mechanism of self-discharge at each
lectrode is required to truly be able to minimize or prevent self-
ischarge in a cell.

It is surprising to note that the self-discharge profile can be fitted
s predicted by the Conway models, as these models were devel-
ped for planar electrodes, and the electrodes examined here are
ighly porous. It is particularly surprising that the diffusion control
odel fits, as one may expect that in a porous system, one would

ot only have the semi-infinite diffusion to the electrode surface
as covered by the model), but also diffusion and migration effects
own the pores, as well as radial diffusion in the pores. This will
e addressed again below, but the agreement between the porous

lectrode self-discharge profile and the planar self-discharge model
ay suggest that the electrode is acting as a planar electrode, and

t is only the surface of the electrode which participates in the self-
ischarge, and the pores (particularly deep in the pores) do not
ontribute to self-discharge.
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.4. Effect of Fe-contamination on self-discharge profiles

.4.1. Electrodes charged to 1.0 V
The effect of Fe-contamination on self-discharge profiles of the

pectracarb 2225 carbon cloth in 1.0 M H2SO4 was examined by
ncrementally adding FeSO4 and Fe2(SO4)3 in equimolar concentra-
ions to the electrochemical cell. The carbon and H2SO4 used in this
ork is essentially Fe-free; however, the carbons and electrolytes
sed in commercial ECs may have significant Fe-contaminations,

eading to the suggestion that Fe may be causing self-discharge.
s can be seen in Fig. 5a, there is no significant difference in

he self-discharge profile until the electrolyte concentration of Fe
eaches 10−4 M. This suggests that for systems with Fe concentra-
ions lower than 10−4 M, the self-discharge mechanism is not due to
n Fe-shuttle on the carbon electrode charged to 1.0 V. This agrees
ith the predicted mechanism using the Conway models (Sec-

ion 3.3) which suggested an activation controlled self-discharge
echanism, not diffusion controlled, as might be expected for an

e-shuttle. This is confirmed for all the low Fe concentrations when
he Fe data is plotted as a function of log t and t1/2 (Fig. 5b and c).
hus, for all concentrations up to 10−5 M the mechanism is acti-
ation controlled and, since all the slopes are identical, it suggests
hat it is the same mechanism in each case. Again, this mechanism
as not yet been identified.

It is unsurprising that at low Fe-concentrations the self-
ischarge mechanism is not due to an Fe-shuttle for two reasons.
he first is that, as shown in Section 3.2, all of the Fe in the pores
as been reacted before self-discharge begins, as during charging
o 1.0 V all of the Fe2+ in the pores is reacted to Fe3+, leaving lit-
le to no Fe2+ in the pores to be oxidized when the cell is placed
n open-circuit to provide the electrons necessary to discharge the
ositive electrode. This is, in fact, what would happen in a “real”
C system during charging. The second reason is, even if the Fe in
he pores was not completely reacted, there is still insufficient Fe in
he pores to cause the degree of self-discharge exhibited in Fig. 4.
rom this figure, it is seen that during the 16 h of self-discharge, the
lectrode has lost 0.1 V. If it is assumed that a full half of that poten-
ial loss is due to charge redistribution, then the potential loss due
o the Faradaic reaction is 0.05 V. The capacitance of the electrode
ear a potential of 1.0 V can be found from Fig. 5 g, and is seen to be
a. 250 F g−1. The charge-density (q, in C g−1) required for a 0.05 V
otential loss (Vloss) at this capacitance (C) can be calculated from

= C

Vloss
(4)

esulting in a required charge-density of 12.5 C g−1. The mass of the
lectrode is ca. 10 mg, meaning 0.125 C of charge (Q) is needed to
ause this self-discharge. Assuming no diffusion down the pores,
he Fe concentration required for this degree of self-discharge can
e calculated from

Fe] = Q

FVm
(5)

here F is Faraday’s constant, V is the pore volume per gram of
aterial (1.2 mL g−1 for Spectracarb 2225) and m is the mass of

he carbon. Using this calculation, ca. 0.1 mol L−1 of Fe is required
n the pores for this degree of self-discharge. Obviously, there is
nsufficient Fe in the pores to cause this self-discharge at these low
e concentrations.

Fig. 5b shows that at concentrations above 10−4 M, the self-

ischarge profile deviates away from linearity on the log t scale,
uggesting it is no longer activation controlled. When the data is
lotted as a function of t1/2 (Fig. 5c) the linearity of the plot at
0−4 M indicates a diffusion controlled mechanism. Additionally,
ig. 5d shows at concentrations above 10−4 M, an increase in Fe
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ig. 5. Self-discharge profiles (a–f) and differential capacitance profile (g) for Spe
oncentrations of Fe2+/Fe3+ sulfate: (a–c) 0 M ( ), 10−8 M ( ), 10−6 M (

), 10−1 M ( ).

oncentrations leads to an increase in self-discharge. This confirms
hat we have changed the mechanism of self-discharge and at con-

entrations greater than 10−4 M the Fe in the cell will act as a shuttle
o discharge the cell.

As expected, the self-discharge profile for Fe concentrations of
0−4, 10−3 and 10−2 M are all diffusion controlled (Fig. 5e and f),
xhibiting linear potential versus t1/2 profiles, at least in part. For

e
t
c
t
t

rb 2225 carbon cloth charged to 1.0 V in 1.0 M H2SO4 contaminated with various
10−5 M ( ), 10−4 M ( ), and (d–f) 10−4 M ( ), 10−3 M ( ), 10−2 M

he 10−2 M concentration, the profile deviates from a linear t1/2 plot
t a potential of ca. 0.7 V. It is suggested that at this potential the

lectrode is nearing its open circuit potential for the system and
herefore the rate of self-discharge is diminished. For even higher
oncentrations, the self-discharge profile no longer can be fit with
he Conway models. Interestingly, this concentration corresponds
o that calculated above to be the point at which the Fe in the
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Table 1
Time and potential of deviation of self-discharge data collected at 10−4 M Fe vs. 0 M
Fe self-discharge for different holding times.

Holding time (min) Time at deviation (h) Potential at deviation (V)

0 4 ± 2 0.88 ± 0.01
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at 0.1 M Fe concentrations. In practice, however, at concentrations
0 3 ± 1 0.92 ± 0.01
0 7 ± 3 0.91 ± 0.01

he errors show one standard deviation.

ores may be sufficient to discharge the electrode without requir-
ng diffusion, although diffusion, of course, still occurs. Thus, it is
uggested that the profile of the 10−2 M Fe concentration is likely a
ombination of Fe-induced self-discharge which is activation con-
rolled and diffusion controlled.

It is also interesting to note that for 10−4 M and 10−3 M, the self-
ischarge mechanism is not diffusion controlled at high potentials.

n fact, the profile for the 10−4 M shows that at potentials above ca.
.9 V, the self-discharge mechanism is the same as that previously
een at lower Fe concentrations. This suggests either charge redis-
ribution is still the main contributor to self-discharge in this time
omain (despite the 1 h holding step), some other activation con-
rolled self-discharge mechanism is responsible for self-discharge
bove this potential or the Fe concentration in the pores is sufficient
o not be diffusion limited. There are two arguments against the
atter possibility. First, the agreement between the data for 10−4 M
nd that for lower concentrations suggests Fe in not the main self-
ischarge mechanism here, as it was shown earlier that at the low
oncentrations Fe does not contribute to the self-discharge. Sec-
ndly, based on the calculation above, and the results in Section
.2 which showed complete depletion of the Fe in the pores during
harging, it is unlikely that the Fe concentration in the pores is suf-
ciently high enough to cause this degree of self-discharge. Indeed,

t can be seen in Fig. 5 that at higher concentrations (e.g. 10−3 M in
ig. 5f), this region of the self-discharge profile changes, suggesting
hat 10−4 M is not a high enough concentration to account for this
ctivation control region. Thus, the two other possibilities are more
ikely.

In order to examine whether the pore effect (leading to charge
edistribution) was the main self-discharge process at these high
otentials and short self-discharge times, different hold times were

ntroduced into the electrode-charging regime. Presumably, longer
olding times would result in a more even potential being reached

n the pores, leading to less charge redistribution and a shorter ini-
ial period before Fe-induced self-discharge takes over. Conversely,
f the self-discharge at short self-discharge times (high potentials)
s due to a different Faradaic reaction (the oxidation of an unknown
pecies), then the holding time would be irrelevant and the poten-
ial where Fe-induced self-discharge takes over would be constant.
hus, the time and potential required for the self-discharge profile
t 10−4 M Fe to deviate more than 10 mV from the self-discharge
rofile at 0 M was determined. The data in Table 1 show the results
or a hold time of 0, 30 and 60 min. As can be seen from this table,
here is no trend in the self-discharge time required for deviation
o occur, with times for individual electrodes varying significantly.
owever, the potential of deviation is reasonably constant, with
eviation occurring at ca. 0.90 ± 0.02 V. These results suggest that
t high potentials self-discharge is not dominated by charge redis-
ribution, but rather is due to the oxidation of an unknown species.
he unidentified redox reaction must be an oxidation, as it is the loss
f electrons of the Faradaic process which discharges the positive

lectrode. There are two possibilities as to why this new oxidation
as become the main mechanism of self-discharge at potentials
bove 0.9 V. First, it may be kinetically faster than Fe2+ → Fe3+ oxi-
ation at these potentials. Second, the concentration of Fe at the

a
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urface of the electrodes has fallen to zero (limiting current con-
itions) and the kinetics of the unidentified reaction is faster than
he diffusion of iron. This is supported by the fact that at higher
oncentrations of Fe, which would result in faster diffusion (due to
he steeper concentration gradient), the Fe-induced self-discharge
ecomes the dominant self-discharge mechanism at higher poten-
ials (Fig. 5), hence at these high concentrations diffusion is faster
han the kinetics of the unidentified reaction. This unidentified
eaction is under study in the authors’ laboratory. It may be that the
arbon electrode is undergoing carbon oxidation to CO or CO2 (ther-
odynamically favoured above ca. 0.9 V), similar to that seen in fuel

ells [15–17]. However, it should be noted that there is no Pt catalyst
n ECs as with fuel cells, thus one might expect carbon oxidation to
e kinetically slower in ECs. Nevertheless, it is thermodynamically
ossible.

Conveniently, the addition of a hold time also tests the argu-
ent that Fe is at sufficiently high concentrations to not be diffusion

ontrolled, as longer hold times will result in more thorough con-
ersion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ and less Fe2+ remaining in the pores. Thus,
t longer hold times diffusion control should dominate at earlier
elf-discharge times since the Fe2+ would be used up in the pores
nd would need to diffuse in from the bulk electrolyte. Again, this
s not supported by the data in Table 1, confirming that Fe is not the

ain self-discharge mechanism at these potentials.
Interestingly, for all of the different hold times examined, the

e concentration at which the self-discharge profile began to be
ependent on the Fe shuttle was 10−4 M. This was surprising as

ong hold times may be expected to deplete the Fe inside the pores
o a greater extent than short hold times, and thus with long hold
imes there would be insufficient Fe to allow for Fe-induced self-
ischarge; whereas short hold times may leave sufficient Fe to

nduce self-discharge. Therefore, for longer hold times, it would be
xpected that a higher Fe concentration would be required before
e-induced self-discharge was in evidence. The fact that all systems
egin to demonstrate Fe-induced self-discharge at 10−4 M suggests

t is not the pore Fe concentration which is the limiting factor, but
ather the bulk concentration. This implies the self-discharge does
ot occur in the pores but is, rather, primarily occurring on the
lectrode surface (at the pore mouth). This is easily rationalized
n that the Fe2+ in the pores has been depleted during charging
see Section 3.2), and thus more Fe2+ must diffuse in from the
ulk to allow self-discharge to occur. As the Fe2+ diffuses in, it will
eact as soon as it encounters the electrode, which is likely to be
n the surface of the electrode, or, at most, only a very short dis-
ance down the pores. Thus, this result gives the first real indication
bout where on the electrode surface the self-discharge processes
re actually occurring. As well, this likely is the explanation for the
act that the Conway diffusion model is able to fit the self-discharge
rofiles for porous electrodes, even though they are derived for
emi-infinite diffusion to a planar electrode. Since the pores are
ssentially depleted of Fe and therefore cannot participate in the
elf-discharge process, the pores essentially become “invisible” to
elf-discharge and the electrode appears simply as a nearly planar
urface, such as would be appropriate for the Conway model.

Based on the above discussion, it should theoretically be pos-
ible to increase the Fe concentration such that the Fe content in
he pores is sufficient to discharge the electrode without reliance
n diffusion (based on the above calculations, this concentration
s likely at or above 0.1 mol L−1), and this may be the cause of the
act that the Conway models cannot fit the self-discharge profile
bove 0.1 M, the oxidation of Fe2+ proceeds to such an extent during
harging that the desired potential of 1.0 V cannot be reached (see
he initial potential of the 10−1 M trace in Fig. 5f), and the electrode
annot be fully charged.
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Fig. 6. Self-discharge profiles for Spectracarb 2225 carbon cloth charged to 0.0 V
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n 1.0 M H2SO4 contaminated with various concentrations of Fe2+/Fe3+ sulfate: 0 M
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.4.2. Electrodes charged to 0.0 V
The Fe-induced self-discharge of the negative carbon electrode

n an asymmetric Pb/C EC has been studied at high Fe concen-
rations by Kazaryan et al. [5]. The effect of Fe concentration on
he self-discharge of the negative carbon electrode in a three-
lectrode configuration at low Fe concentrations was examined
ere. As discussed in Section 3.2, the self-discharge profile for the
arbon electrode when it is charged negatively fits with the Con-
ay diffusion model when a Fe-free electrolyte is used. As shown

n Fig. 6, within the error of the experiment, the Fe concentration
oes not affect the self-discharge profile up to concentrations of
0−3 M, although with all of the electrodes examined, the self-

ischarge profile of the electrolyte containing 10−1 M Fe shows
more rapid self-discharge, suggesting that at this high con-

entration, the Fe is participating in the self-discharge. This is
nlike the results on the positive electrode, where Fe-induced self-

l
I
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c
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ischarge begins at 10−4 M. Thus, the negative electrode is much
ess susceptible to Fe-induced self-discharge and can withstand
reater Fe-contamination concentrations without enhanced self-
ischarge. This is a benefit for asymmetric ECs where carbon is often
sed for the negative electrode.

Nevertheless, this negative electrode does show self-discharge
nd the mechanism of this self-discharge is unknown. The shape
f the curves in Fig. 5c (for concentrations up to 10−3 M) show
he mechanism is diffusion controlled, meaning this reaction must
ely on a low concentration solution species. Given the linear
egion of Fig. 5c begins almost immediately, and there is no change
n the slope over the 16 h self-discharge, this suggests only one

echanism is responsible for the discharge of the negative elec-
rode. This mechanism is under study in the authors’ laboratory.
ince N2 is bubbled into the electrochemical cell during the mea-
urements but the cell is not sealed, it may be some small O2
ontent in the electrolyte which is undergoing reduction to H2O
r H2O2. As Fig. 5 shows, there is much less consistency between
he self-discharge profiles for the electrodes when charged to
.0 V versus that seen when charged to 1.0 V, and it may be
mall variations in the electrolyte O2 content which is respon-
ible for this variation in self-discharge rates. Nevertheless, the
ata consistently shows a lack of relationship between Fe con-
entration and self-discharge rate until 10−3 M, above which an
ncrease in Fe concentration leads to an increase in self-discharge
ate.

. Conclusions

It was shown that for a symmetric carbon-based, aqueous-
lectrolyte EC, the self-discharge mechanism on the positive and
egative electrodes are different and should be studied with a
hree-electrode (half cell) setup. In an H2SO4 electrolyte which is
ree of Fe-contamination the positive electrode has a self-discharge
rofile which is predicted to be activation controlled as per the
onway models. Conversely, the self-discharge mechanism for the
egative electrode in the same situation is predicted to be diffusion
ontrolled.

No Fe-induced self-discharge is seen at concentrations up
o 10−5 and 10−3 M for the positive and negative electrodes
espectively. At intermediate Fe-concentrations, the Fe-shuttle
echanism does become the major self-discharge mechanism, and

t is diffusion controlled. Importantly, it was shown the Fe-induced
elf-discharge occurs primarily on the exterior surface of the porous
lectrodes and the pores do not take part in the Fe-induced self-
ischarge mechanism. This is due to the depletion of the Fe in the
ores during charging. This can be used to explain the fact that the
onway diffusion control self-discharge model, which was derived

or semi-infinite diffusion to a planar electrode is able to fit the
elf-discharge profile of a porous electrode.

At high Fe concentrations (e.g. 10−1 M) Fe-induced self-
ischarge is still the main self-discharge mechanism; however, at
hese concentrations, the system is no longer diffusion controlled
nd the rate-limited step is the reaction of Fe on the carbon sur-
ace.
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